TECHNICAL SUPPORT
SPINNERS

New Style Spinners
12” Brush Ring Replacement

We have a Replacement Brush Ring (Part # A109) available for 12” Spinner units.
Spinner Ring and Brush Installation Package Contents:
1 x Spinner Ring and Brush (A109)

How to Replace Brush Ring
Step 1: Insert brush in the Spinner ring.
Step 2: Match brush ends with the opening on the
Spinner ring (Figure A).
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Step 3: Thoroughly clean the plastic housing
before installing the Spinner ring. Use rubbing
alcohol to remove any debris.
Step 4: Gently apply a moderate amount of
silicone (RTV) to bottom edge of the housing
(where the arrow indicates in Figure B).
Step 5: Align the holes on Spinner ring with the
vacuum holes on housing. You may want to
enlarge the holes to allow for more CFM.

B

Step 6: Place Spinner ring on housing.
Step 7: Wipe and remove any excess silicone
(RTV) between the housing and ring in order to
prevent build up of debris. Allow the silicone
(RTV) to dry for a minimum of 12 hours before
using the Spinner.

Spray Gun
This spray gun is used on all of our Spinner models.
It is rated for 8 GPM at 4,000 PSI.
Replacement guns can be purchased at www.mytee.com.
Spray Gun
Part # H540
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Carbide Swivel
Additional Information

Before rebuilding or replacing the carbide swivel,
check to make sure your jets don’t have debris
in them. If your jets are clear and you are still
experiencing spinning issues then you can
replace the swivel assembly (Part # H926).
Carbide Swivel
Part # H926
Rated to 4,000 PSI

How to Rebuild the Swivel Using the Repair Kit

Mytee does not stock this repair kit. It can be obtained from Mosmatic (Part #36.906).
Step 1: Remove the carbide swivel from the
Spinner by following steps 1-3 on the next page.
Step 2: Clamp housing (a) in a vice. Use soft
gripping jaws.
Step 3: Disconnect swivel cap (b).
Step 4: Use hook (c) to remove both carbide
sliding rings (d).
Step 5: Remove O-rings (e) and spring washers (f)
carefully.
Step 6: Clean all parts thoroughly.
Step 7: Insert the new o-rings (e).
Step 8: Insert spring washers (f).
Step 9: Insert the new carbide sliding rings (d)
into the locking screw (b) and the inner-part (g)
(pay attention: the anti-rotation tabs must fit the
grooves). The carbide sliding rings (d) must move freely.

Step 10: Clean polished surface of carbide sliding rings (d) with soft cloth.
Step 11: Apply adhesive (thread-lock) to the threads of the locking screw (b).

Step 12: Screw the two pieces (housing [a] and locking-screw [b]) tightly together.

IMPORTANT: Make sure no adhesive finds its way to the inside of the swivel.
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How to Replace the Swivel
Step 1: Unscrew hose from top of spinner
housing.
Step 2: Unscrew the three screws holding the
swivel in place (circles indicate the three screws
in Figure C).

C

Step 3: Pull out the swivel. The silicone seal will
come apart.
Step 4: Hold the nut between the T-bar and the
swivel with a crescent wrench and unscrew the
T-bar.

Step 5: Take the new swivel and screw on the
T-bar. Feed the swivel into the mounting hole on
the housing and screw the three screws back
on. Use silicone to waterproof the connection
between the plastic and the swivel. Screw the
hose back onto the swivel on the top of the
housing.
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Old Style Spinners
12” Brush Ring Replacement
Those who would like to use the Spinner Brush
Replacement (Part # A109) on older model
Spinners (with manifold shown in Figure D)
will need to replace the entire Spinner Head.
The A109 brush ring will not fit on older model
Spinners.

D

For $100.00, plus shipping fees, Mytee will allow
you to trade-in your old Spinner head for a NEW
Spinner Head Replacement Kit (Part # A117) that
will contain the following parts:
P689A - Manifold
H465A - Mounting Plate
H441 - Spray Bar
P500 - Spinner Ring
G098 - Spinner Brush
H882 - Screws

Spinner Head Replacement Kit
Part # A117

This kit will allow you to replace your old Spinner head with the NEW Spinner head that is
compatible with the A109 replacement brush.
To order this Spinner Head Replacement Kit, please call our sales department at (858) 679-1191 ext.
102. This kit cannot be ordered online.
Mytee does not cover the cost of shipping your old Spinner Head to us.

IMPORTANT: The swivel and jets from your old Spinner head will still be compatible with the

newer Spinner head. However, if you would like to purchase a new swivel (Part # H926) and/or new
jet parts (Part # H505), you may do so on our website: www.mytee.com.
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